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Foreword 

The efficient use of energy protects the environment by reducing carbon dioxide 
emissions, increases warmth and comfort and saves money through reduced fuel bills. 

"NEA has developed the Energy Efficiency Challenge in close consultation with the Guide 
Association. Through the Activity Packs, we hope to increase knowledge and 
understanding about energy efficiency by Guide Members and enable them to extend 
this into their local communities. The activities demonstrate the benefits of energy saving 
and highlight the support which is available to vulnerable people who struggle to heat 
their homes. 
The Energy Efficiency Challenge is educational and fun - we challenge everyone to use 
energy wisely". 

Andrea Cook OBE, Director of NEA 

"Guiding is about preparing a girl for life's challenges. One great challenge will be 
protecting the world in which we live. Learning, through this joint project with NEA, 
about the importance of conservation and energy saving means that young women today 
can help make sure tomorrow's world is fit for future generations to enjoy". 

Bridget Towle, Chief Guide 

"Esso UK plc is delighted to support the Energy Efficiency Challenge. Energy is a precious 
resource that is too little understood. We are particularly pleased that the Challenge will 
not only educate but lead to a genuine saving of energy". 

Keith Taylor, Chairman and Chief Executive of Esso UK plc 

NEA is the National Energy Action charity which tackles the heating and insulation problems of 
low income households through improvements in energy efficiency. NEA has an established 
reputation as a leading provider of training and education in energy efficiency and is a joint 
awarding body with City and Guilds for the 6176 Energy Awareness qualification. 
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THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE 

Introduction 

WHAT IS IT? 

The Energy Efficiency Challenge is about developing the girls' awareness of: 
❖ where energy comes from 
+ how energy is used in buildings 
+ the environmental consequences of energy use 
+ practical work that can be carried out to make energy use more efficient, avoiding 

waste and ultimately benefiting the environment. 

WHAT'S INVOLVED? 

1. Completing challenging tasks 

a. The tasks all link to the aims (outlined above), i.e. discovering and learning all 
about energy and how we can each play a part in saving it and in doing so help 
the environment. 

b. The tasks include a variety of activities, crafts, games, surveys and a fashion show. 
c. When each task has been completed the Energy Chart should be signed and 

dated and the corresponding numbered circle on the Energy Efficiency Challenge 
poster should be coloured in. When all the circles have been coloured in, the 
total amount of CO2  saved by the whole Unit can be worked out and the 
number 1 circle on the poster can be filled in, as well as the box providing details 
of the total amount of CO2  emissions actually saved. 

d. All the tasks completed for the Energy Efficiency Challenge also count towards 
the Environment Challenge. 

e. Some of the tasks carried out during this Challenge can also count towards other 
Badges and link with the eight point programme. 

2. Planning the Challenge 

a. To help with planning the Challenge it is important to fill in a photocopy of the 
Energy Chart on page 6. (Please refer to the support material provided before you 
decide, with your Guides, which tasks you would like your Unit to be involved 
in. At least 9 tasks must be completed in order to colour in all the circles on the 
poster.) 

b. If you require additional support/information in order to undertake any of the 
activities please see the references given on page 46 and /or: 
ring for a free Energy Efficiency information pack:- 0345 277 200. 

3. The significance of the Energy Chart 

a. The Energy Chart is a record of all the different tasks carried out to achieve this 
Challenge. It should clearly show what your Unit/Patrol as a whole intends to 
achieve and what is actually completed. 

b. The Unit/Patrol's progress should be monitored by filling in the Energy Chart as 
and when all your Guides have completed each task. 

c. After each completed task the corresponding circle should be coloured in on the 
Energy Efficiency poster. 

d. The Leader/Organiser's name, the Unit's address and the number of Guides who 
took part in the Challenge must also be recorded on the Energy Chart. 
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Achieving the Challenge 

     

      

4. Achieving the Energy Efficiency Challenge 

When the tasks have been completed and the total amount of CO2  emissions saved has 
been recorded on the Energy Chart, the participating Guides are eligible for their Energy 
Efficiency Challenge certificate. 

Register your Energy Chart with Guide Headquarters at the following address, and they 
will ensure that the required number of certificates are dispatched to your Unit. 
The Energy Efficiency Challenge 
Youth Programme Team 
The Guide Association 
17-19 Buckingham Palace Road 
London SW1W OPT 

5. Achieving the Environment Challenge 

The completed Poster/Energy Chart will also count towards the Environment Challenge 
for the millennium where the whole of the Guide Association aims to: 

Save a MILLION Kg of CO2  
Recycle a MILLION aluminium cans 
Plant a MILLION trees 

and break some records at the same time! 

Please refer to the Environment Challenge pack for further details. 
N.B. The Environment Challenge badge will not be awarded until the Energy Efficiency certificate 
has been achieved, cans have been recycled and new trees have been planted. 

6. Involving Young Leaders/ the Senior Section in the Challenge 

If you have a Young Leader and/or a member of the Senior Section helping with your 
Unit remind them that they can also be awarded the Energy Efficiency Challenge if they 
help either the Rainbows, Brownies or Guides with any of their tasks relating to their 
Energy Efficiency Challenge ( this must , however, also include at least one survey by the 
Senior Member of their own home; further details are available from the Senior Section's 
Activity pack.) 
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Address• 

(Guide County, Country & Region)• 
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The Energy Chart 
(photocopy) 

Leader's name: L 

Number of Guides taking part 

Type of task Name of task Intend to complete 
(tick box)/(date) 

Successfully completed 
(sign and date) 

Upon completion 
colour in the following 
circles on the poster 

CO2  saved 

Activity Jumbled letters and camp energy efficiency Circle 2 ■ 

Craft Design an energy saving logo for a hot water tank Circle 7 ■ 

Survey Spy in the house Circle 3 kg ■ 

Survey Energy around us Circle 5 kg ■ 

Survey How does my home score? Circle 6 kg ■ 

Activity The energy quiz Circle 2 ■ 

Craft Make a haybox and cook soup Circle 7 ■ 

Activity Save it - wordsearch Circle 8 ■ 

Talk/discussion Energy and the environment Circle 9 ■ 

Game Our energy map of the world Circle 10 ■ 

Craft Energy saving posters Circle 8 ■ 

Craft All about energy - save it or waste it? - cartoon Circle 8 ■ 

Fashion The winter warmth energy saving show Circle 7 ■ 

Sport for life Keep fit - energy in action Circle 7 ■ 

Craft Make a windmill Circle 10 ■ 

Craft Make a waterwheel Circle10 ■ 

Service "Keep Warm Kits" for the elderly Circle 4 ■ 

Total quantity of CO2  saved. (Also transfer this total into the box on the poster.)  Circle 1 kg 
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Background preparation for 
Guide Leader/Organiser 

The Guides will take part in this Challenge through an initial discussion, 
involvement in a variety of activities and games, carrying out very simple energy 
surveys of their homes and/or the building where their meetings are held (or a local 
community building). 

YOU WILL NEED 

The Energy Efficiency Challenge poster 

BACKGROUND PREPARATION 

• View the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster. 

+  Read the introduction to the Challenge (pages 4 and 5). 

+ View all the support material before selecting (with your Guides) which tasks your 
Unit/Patrol will carry out. 

4- Note down your choices on a photocopy of the Energy Chart (page 6). 

+ Always ensure that when ever you carry out a task for this Challenge you display 
the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster in your meeting place as a point of reference 
for yourself and the Guides. 

+ At the beginning of each task in the support material there is a section called "You 
will need." Always check this section in advance so that you have made 
preparations to ensure that the Guides know what to bring, and/or you have 
supplied everything they will need, to complete the task. 

• As the Challenge progresses keep a record of the different tasks that have been 
successfully completed by all the members of your Unit/Patrol by filling in the 
Energy Chart. Sign and date the Energy Chart and colour in the corresponding circle 
on the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster. 

• The tasks can also be used by the Guides to fulfil the eight point programme. 
Symbols at the top of the support material sheets indicate the most appropriate 
areas. 

• When you feel fully prepared, begin the Challenge by starting with the introduction 
on the following page. 
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Introducing the Guides to 
the Challenge 

YOU WILL NEED 

the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster 

1. Briefly explain (using the poster and the introduction on page 5 as a guide) the 
following points to the Guides: 
+ how the Energy Efficiency Challenge is also part of the Environment Challenge 
+ that each Guide will receive an Energy Efficiency Challenge Certificate at the end 

of the Challenge and that by completing this Challenge they will also have 
completed a part of the Environment Challenge. 

2. Briefly discuss the following key ideas: 
+ where does energy come from? 

- gas, coal, oil, nuclear, wind, sun, hydro power (further information on pages 28 to 
30 if this is one of your chosen activities on your Energy Chart) 

+ what types of energy are there? 
- electrical, light, heat, sound, mechanical, chemical 

+ how and why do we keep warm? 
- dressing warm, heating buildings 
- keep buildings warm and comfortable to help prevent colds, flu and other illnesses 
- insulation helps to reduce energy use therefore reduces energy production and 

reduces the impact ofpollution on the environment. 

3. Now carry out one or more of your chosen tasks on your Energy Chart, using the 
support materials provided. 
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Activity 

6. Now you should each take turns to tell the rest of the Unit/Patrol how you could 
use energy more efficiently in each situation at home or at camp. 

Energy used at camp  Energy used at home 

Jumbled letters and 
energy efficiency at camp 

(Upon completion of this activity, circle 2 can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Photocopies of this page (one for each Guide) 
Pens 

1. Unjumble the following letters to find out what uses energy in our homes. 

3. Gather together into Patrols or as a whole Unit and answer the question: 
"How do we manage without certain things at camp?" 

4. Look at the amount of energy used at home compared to the minimal amount of 
energy used at camp to help to decide what is actually "essential". 

5. Describe how efficiently the energy is used in each situation. Is energy used more 
efficiently at home or at camp? 

gsa tridaaor smsyet 
010w igthl ubbsl 
cletreci veon 
sga ocokre 
nisatnenoatus ecleritc wohsre 
ttkeel eclteric 
toh tware natk 
soatter 
ridgfe 
yhdarerir 
clooru vtleeiison 
ubtmel nerd 

2. Now write a list of all the different ways that energy is used at camp. 
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Design an energy saving logo 

 

for a hot water tank 

  

Craft 

(Upon completion of this craft, circle 7 can be coloured in on the Energy Efficiency  5. Cut out the material and sew the different elements of the design together until you 

Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.)  have the finished version of the energy saving logo for a hot water tank jacket. 

YOU WILL NEED: 

Pens 
Paper 
Rulers 
Scissors 
Material e.g. felt, scraps from old clothes etc. 
Pins 
Needles 
Thread 

1. The Guides should discuss the type of insulation that is used to help to maintain the 
temperature of water in hot water tanks (which therefore helps to save energy). 

2. The Guides should now design their own energy saving logos on paper eg. "Put 
money in the bank, tuck up your tank". (This logo was an idea from Pickering 
Guides, North Yorkshire during the piloting of this Challenge). 

3. Turn the design into a paper pattern. 

4. Cut out the various elements of the paper pattern and position them on material 
and hold in place with pins. 
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Survey 

      

Spy in the house 

    

(photocopy) 

     

       

(Upon completion of this survey by the whole Unit, circle 3 can be coloured in on 
the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and 
dated. The amount of CO2  saved by the whole Unit should also be written onto the 
Energy Chart.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Photocopies ofpages 11 and 12 for each Guide 
Diaries 

1. Hand out copies of this page at the first energy 
meeting ie. in week 1. 

2. Hand out page 12 at the second energy meeting 
i.e. the beginning of week 2. 

WEEK 1 

1. One of the main ideas of this Energy Efficiency Challenge is to try to use energy 
more efficiently but in order to do so you must find out how, where, and when it is 
being wasted (if at all). Therefore you must conduct a survey of your own behaviour 
in your own home (preferably during the winter), using your diary each day over a 
two week period. The first week you should monitor your normal behaviour. The 
second week you should see if you can be more energy conscious and aware of 
saving energy wherever possible. You should note down the following in the first 
week: 
❖ if you left any lights on in unoccupied rooms, which days and in which rooms this 

occurred 
+ if you left the television and/or radio and/or hi-fl, and/or computer on when you had 

finished using them 
+ if you prepared a meal without using pan lids and/or turned the whole oven on to 

prepare a small item of food 
+ if you left the heating on and then opened windows instead of turning the heating down, 

in which rooms and on which days this occurred 
• if you left the heating on and then left all the doors open, in which rooms and on which 

days this occurred 
if you didn't close the curtains as soon as it was dark outside to help to keep the heat in 
the room, in which rooms and on which days did this occur 

+ any other inefficient energy wasting behaviour 

2. You should bring your week 1 survey to the next energy meeting and collectively 
compare and discuss your results with everyone else and then decide how you can 
all become more energy efficient. 
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Spy in the house 

 

(photocopy) 

 

Survey 

WEEK 2 
N.B. To really achieve the savings in the table below the energy saving behaviour must 

1. During week 2 you should continue to monitor your behaviour but this time note  continue on after week 2. 
down all the energy saving things you actually try to do. 

2. Look at your notes for week 1 and compare them with week 2. Has your energy 
efficiency improved? Finally, you should work out the amount of CO2  saved by your 
actions using the table below. Then the whole Unit's total CO2  savings should be 
worked out and the final total should be written onto the Energy Chart. 

Improved energy saving behaviour  Quantity of CO2 emissions  Tick box if action taken 
saved (approximately) 

Lights and appliances are no longer left on in empty rooms  25kg (per year)  ❑ 

Doors and windows are closed after use to keep heat in the rooms  50kg (per year)  ❑ 

The curtains are now always closed as soon as it is dark outside  25kg (per year)  ❑ 

Grand total of CO2 emissions saved 

The whole Unit's total of CO2  emissions saved 
(Transfer this total onto the Energy Chart.) 
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Energy around us 

   

  

Survey 

  

(Upon completion of this survey by the whole Unit, circle 5 can be coloured in on 
the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and 
dated. The amount of CO2  saved should also be written onto the Energy Chart.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Photocopies ofpages 13 and 14 (as instructions for other helpers) 
Photocopies of the survey on pages 15 and 16 (one for each Guide) 
Photocopies of the commitment to energy efficiency table on page 17 (one for each Guide) 
Graph paper 
Thermometer 
Pens or pencils 
Rulers 
A compass 
(Torches and outdoor clothes if this survey is carried out during the winter.) 

1. The Guides in their Patrols and either yourself and/or other helpers should take 
each Patrol individually around the building where you hold your meeting (or a 
community building of your choice). If you hold your meetings in a large complex 
building only survey and draw a few rooms in the building i.e. the ones that you 
use - meeting room, kitchen, toilets (do not survey the whole building). 

2. This survey splits into five different parts. The sketch drawing part has to be done 
first but the outdoor and indoor sections can be done in any order, so different 
Patrols can be working on different parts at the same time. 

Sketch drawing - floor plan 
All of the Guide Unit must start by drawing a sketch of the building on a piece of graph 
paper or on the reverse side of their survey questions, (i.e. a floor plan that shows the 
different rooms, the outside walls, doors and windows etc.). 

Outdoor section 
One at a time, each Patrol should be taken outside and using the compass they should 
work out the orientation of the building and mark the different directions down on their 
floor plans. 
• Discuss which room/wall they would expect to be the warmest, and why. Walk to that wall, 

then get them to mark this down on their floor plans. 
• Does this room/wall have a lot of windows? How big are they? Note this down on their floor 

plans. 
• Walk to the areas that spend a lot of time out of direct sunlight. Are these areas cold? Get 

them to note this down on their floor plans. 
By wetting their fingers and holding them in the air to see how long they take to dry, get the 
Guides to determine from which direction the wind is blowing. Get them to note this down 
using arrows on their floor plans. 

• Look for trees/houses that provide shelter to the building from the wind. Get them to note the 
different types of shelter on their floor plans. 

• Discuss the possibility of creating more shelter. 

Write down on the floor plan the following: 
a description of what the walls of the building are made of 
a description of the shape and size of the building 
the location of the building 
how often the building is used and at what times of the day. 
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Energy around us 

Indoor section - lighting 

Individually each Patrol should be taken around the building to monitor lighting. At this 
stage, each Guide should fill in their own survey sheet beginning by counting the total 
number of different types of lights they can find around the building (do not forget to 
include any outside security lights). Results from each Guide should be compared in 
Patrols. 

Help them to finish the rest of the lighting section of the survey. 

Indoor section - heat/comfort 

Individually each Patrol should be taken around the building to monitor the 
heat/comfort of the building. Each Guide should fill in their own survey sheet beginning 
by recording the air temperature in different parts of the building. Results should be 

. compared in Patrols. 
Help them to finish the rest of the heat/comfort section of the survey. 

CONCLUSION 

3. At the end bring the Unit together 
to compare and discuss what they 
have found out. How energy 
efficient do they think the building 
is? 

4. Can any of the Guides suggest ways 
that the building (and the way it is 
used) could be changed to make it 
more energy efficient? Use the table 
on page 17 to work out the amount 
of CO2  emissions that could be 
saved if certain commitments to 
energy efficiency are carried out 
by the Unit and/or those 
responsible for the building 
following the survey. 

Indoor section - energy saving 

Individually each Patrol should be taken around the building to monitor the energy 
saving measures that could be/have been installed and each Guide should fill in their 
survey sheets accordingly. Results should be prepared in Patrols. 
Help them to finish the rest of the energy saving section of the survey. 
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Survey 

Energy around us 
(photocopy) 

LIGHTING 

1. The total number of lights in the building is 

2. The total number of light switches is 

HEAT/COMFORT 

9. The total number of heaters in the building is 

10. The different types of heaters are: 

3. There are   low energy lights (e.g. either low energy 11W lightbulbs or 
40W fluorescent tubes). 

4. There are 

5. There are 

6. There are 

7. There are 

8. There are 

ordinary lights (e.g. 100W lightbulbs). 

automatic lighting controls in the building. 

lights that could be replaced with low energy lighting. 

lights which have been left on in unoccupied rooms. 

windows that provide natural light during the day. 

11. The fuel that is used to heat the building is: 

Gas ❑ Electric ❑ Oil ❑ Other ❑   

12. The number of heaters that are on is 

13. The average room temperature should be is between 18°C to 21°C for efficiency and 
comfort. The air temperature of: 

Area/room 1   is   °C 

Area/room 2   is   °C 

Area/room 3   is   °C 

Area/room 4   is   °C 
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Energy around us 
(photocopy) Survey 

ENERGY SAVING 18. Are there cold draughts coming through the floor? YES ❑ NO ❑ 

(Test by feeling with your hand around the skirting board.) 

 

The temperature of a room changes according to the number of people in it, the 
heating available, the time of day, the size of the room, the temperature outside and 
how well insulated the room is. Choose one room from the list in question 13 and 
fill in the following: 

14. There are windows that have cold draughts around them, in this room. 

19. 
15. There are windows that have draughtproofing strips around them. 

20. 
16. There are windows which have curtains. 

• Are the curtains thick? YES ❑ NO ❑ 

❖ If it is dark outside are the curtains dosed?  YES ❑  NO ❑ 

21. 

17. Is the floor a: 
solid floor ❑  suspended wooden floor ❑ 

(Test by stamping your foot and listening to the sound. If it is a deep thud sound then it is a 
solid floor, if it is a hollow sound then it is a wooden floor.) 

+ Is the floor insulated with: 
a carpet ❑ 

a thick carpet ❑ 

carpet with insulation undemeath either: 
paper ❑ 

or underlay ❑ 

Ask your Leader to find out if the roof has a loft and if the loft is insulated. 
The loft is insulated YES ❑ NO ❑ 

Ask your Leader to find out if the walls can be insulated either by intemal insulation 
or with cavity wall insulation. If they can be, have they been insulated? 
YES ❑ NO ❑ 

If the room is well insulated does it have enough ventilation to let in fresh air? 
YES ❑ NO ❑ 

(Ventilation can occur naturally through gaps in the building fabric or could be in the form 
of fixed vents in windows, air bricks in walls or extractor fans). 
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Energy around us - 
commitment to energy efficiency (photocopy) Survey 

Tick box if 
action taken 

Quantity 
emissions 

of 
saved 

Energy efficient light(s) have been purchased. Total number  ❑   Save approx. 1501%/CO2  per bulb per year   kg 

Lights and appliances are no longer left on in empty rooms   ❑  Save approximately 25kg/CO2  per year   kg 

Doors and windows are now always closed to keep the 
heat in the rooms   ❑  Save approximately 50kg/CO2  per year   kg 

Curtains are now always closed as soon as it is dark outside   ❑  Save approximately 25kg/CO2  per year   kg 

The loft will be insulated (was already insulated)   ❑  Save approximately 815kg/CO2  per year   kg 

The windows and doors will be fitted with draughtproofing strips 
in certain rooms to keep the heat in (were already draught proofed)   ❑  Save approximately 187kg/CO2  per year   kg 

All the hot water pipes will be insulated (were already insulated)   ❑  Save approximately 92kg/CO2  per year   kg 

The hot water tank will be insulated (was already insulated)   ❑  Save approximately 157kg/CO2  per year   kg 

Silver foil will be fitted behind radiators (was already fitted)   ❑  Save approximately 92.5kg/CO2  per year   kg 

Total quantity of CO2  emissions saved   kg 

If any of the above commitments are carried out and/or have already been carried out in the building the Unit can count the action as a CO2  saving. The total amount of CO2  emissions saved should be 
worked out and transferred onto the Energy Chart. 
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How does my home score? 

The Guides should bring to a future 
meeting at least one completed version 
of any of the surveys of their home in 
order to fulfil the requirements of the 
Energy Efficiency Challenge. The 
meeting should be spent discussing the 
results of the surveys and deciding upon 
actions required (and/or making 
commitments to) making their homes 
more energy efficient. Use the table on 
page 23 to work out how much CO2  the 
Unit will save by adding all the grand 
totals together. Write this total in the 
required space on the Energy Chart. 

(Upon completion of these surveys by the whole Unit, circle 6 can be coloured in on 
the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and 
dated. The amount of CO2  saved by the whole Unit should also be written onto the 
Energy Chart). 

YOU WILL NEED 

Photocopies ofpage 23 (one for each Guide) 
Photocopies of the survey on pages 21 and 22 (one for each Guide) 

and/or 

get the Guides to ask permission from their guardians to telephone 0345 277 200 (for the 
price of a local call) for: 
FREE energy efficiency information leaflets 

and/or 

get the Guides to contact their local Energy Efficiency Advice Centre (EEAC). The local 
EEAC will then, upon request, carry out a FREE home energy survey. Refer to pages 18 to 
20 for details of your nearest centre. The centres can also be contacted through the 
following free phone number: 0800 512 012. 
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GUIDE  

Survey 

How does my home score? 

EEAC'S ARE FOUND AT THE FOLLOWING 

LOCATIONS: 

(This information may be subject to change 
however it is current to date - May 1998) 

Aberdeenshire Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 01224 213005 
Fax: 01224 213650 
e-mail: jean@aberleac.demon.co.uk 

Black Country Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 0121 5537600 
Fax: 0121 5330102 
e-mail: advice@blackleac.demon.co.uk 

Care and Repair Cheltenham Ltd 
Tel: 01242 512280 
Fax: 01242 224665 

Carlisle Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 01228 593313 
Fax: 01228 512742 
e-mail: suzanne@carlisle-city.gov.uk 

East London Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 01228 593313 
Fax: 01228 512742 

Greenwich Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 0181 8554663/85555533 
Fax: 0181 8554663 
e-mail: pari@grenleac.demon.co.uk 

Belfast Energy Efficiency Advice Shop 
Tel: 01232 313060 
Fax: 01232 246133 
e-mail: all@belfleac.demon.co.uk 

Bristol Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 0117 9299950/9299404 
Fax: 0117 9299114 
e-mail:beac@brisleac.demon.co.uk 

Cardiff Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 01222 871788/871205 
Fax: 01222 871437 
e-mail: bob@cardleac.demon.co.uk 

Croydon Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 0181 6830333 
Fax: 0181 6830288 

Fife Council Property Services 
Tel: 01592 416636 
Fax: 01592 416403 
Highland Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 01463 702210/702200 
Fax: 01463 702222 
email: all@highleac.demon.co.uk 

Islington Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 0171 4772084/4772121 
Fax: 0171 4772332 
e-mail: jean@islileac.demon.co.uk 

Leicester Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 0116 2526575/2526682 
Fax: 0116 2526558 
e-mail: leac@leicleac.demon.co.uk 

London Borough of Havering 
Tel: 01708 772884 

Middlesborough Energy Efficiency 
Advice Centre 
Tel: 01642 230661/253062 
Fax: 01642 230661 
e-mail: all@middleac.demon.co.uk 

Orkney Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 01856 875088/870534 
Fax: 01856 870534 

Peterborough Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 01733 346902/66910 
Fax: 01733 346902 
e-mail: john@peteleac.demon.co.uk 

Shetland Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre 
Tel: 01595 695468 
Fax: 01595 695468 
e-mail: bgear.edit@zetnet.co.uk 

Stockton-on-Tees Energy Efficiency 
Advice Centre 
Tel: 01642 604366/603085 
Fax: 01642 616315 

Strathclyde & Central Energy 
Efficiency Advice Centre 
Tel: 0141 5520799 
Fax: 0141 3030018 
e-mail: gerry@glasleac.demon.co.uk 
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‘THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY.  CHALLENGE )   

How does my home score? 
Survey 

Swansea Energy Efficiency Advice Northumbria Energy Efficiency Advice Surrey Energy Efficiency Advice Centre West Wales Energy Efficiency Advice 
Centre Centre Tel: 0171 4019331 Centre 
Tel: 01792 655823/652457 Tel: 0191 2332544 Fax: 0171 2078880 Tel: 01239 820235/156 
Fax: 01792 655823 Fax: 0191 2332544 e-mail: ateam@seleac.demon.co.uk Fax: 01239 820801 
e-mail: swanleac.demon.co.uk e-mail: lesley@tyneleac.demon.co.uk e-mail: david@leacwest.demon.co.uk 

Telford Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Teignbridge District Council Oxfordshire Energy Efficiency Advice Tel: 01952 272042 Western Regional Energy Efficency 
Tel: 01626 61101 Centre Fax: 01952 272044 Advice Centre 

Tel: 01865 202887 e-mail: andrea@telfleac.demon.co.uk Tel: 01365 328269 
Leeds Energy Efficiency Advice Centre Fax: 01865 202792 Fax: 01365 329771 
Tel: 0113 2421440 e-mail: martin@oxfdleac.demon.co.uk Valleys Energy Action e-mail: wrleac@iol.ie 
Fax: 0113 2434200 Tel: 01685 725332 
e-mail: lee@leeds.gov.uk Plymouth Energy Efficiency Advice Fax: 01685 374358 Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 

Centre (for York and North Yorkshire) 
Lewisham Energy Efficiency Advice Tel: 01752 257575 Western Isles Energy Efficiency Advice Tel: 01904 554406 
Centre Fax: 01752 257565 Centre Fax: 01904 554412 
Tel: 0181 3146339 e-mail: energy@plymleac.demon.co.uk Tel: 01851 704300 e-mail: all@ryeleac.demon.co.uk 
Fax: 0181 6904331 Fax: 01851 703692 
e-mail: all@lewileac.demon.co.uk Solent Energy Efficiency Advice Centre e-mail: fiona@westleac.demon.co.uk 

Tel: 01703 336172/234288 
Lothian & Edinburgh Energy Efficiency Fax: 01703 336191 Wirral Energy Efficiency Advice Centre 
Advice Centre e-mail: tina@solleac.demon.co.uk Tel: 0151 6474522 
Tel: 0131 5554008 Fax: 0151 6475199 
Fax: 0131 5552768 
e-mail: all@edinleac.demon.co.uk 

Stratford Energy Action 
Tel: 0181 5340292 

e-mail: eteam@wirrleac.demon.co.uk 

Kerry Energy Agency 
Tel: 00 242 55 21822 
Fax: 00 353 66 20927 
e-mail: kerryeng@iol.ie 
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How does my home score? 
(photocopy) 

1. Check at home 

a. How many lightbulbs are used in your home? 

Survey 

e. How many hours do you think the television is on each day? 

hours (X) 

❑ 1-5  ❑ 6-10  ❑ 11-15  ❑ 16-20 

❑ over 20 

b. How many are usually switched on for more than 3 hours a day? 

❑ 1-3  ❑ 4-6  ❑ 7-9  ❑ over 10 
2. 

f. How many hours do you think someone is watching it? 

hours (Y) 

than Y then you are wasting energy. 

following 

If X is bigger 

Check the 

c. How many energy saving lightbulbs are in your home? a. Are any of these insulated? 
Hot water tank ❑ 

n o  ❑ 1-2  ❑ 3-4  ❑ 5-6 Walls ❑ 

Windows ❑ 

Loft/roof ❑ 

d. Which members of your household remember to switch off lights when they leave 
the room? 

If yes, is it at least 8" ❑ 

b. Are any of these draughtproofed? 
Name Doors ❑ 

Windows ❑ 

❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always 

❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always c. Do you have thick curtains at your windows? 
❑ All  ❑ Some  ❑ None 

❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always 
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THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE 

How does my home score? 
(photocopy) Survey 

d. Do you adjust the timeclock on your heating system?  SURVEY 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Frequently 

e. Although ideally your home should be as well insulated as possible you should also 
ensure there is plenty of fresh air circulating. Do you have fixed air vents in 
occupied rooms and/or extractor fans as appropriate? YES ❑ NO ❑ 

3. Check out the kitchen 

a. Time for tea? How often is the kettle filled full of water for only one or two people? 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always 

b. Do you ever see the oven being used to cook only one small thing? 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Frequently 

c. Do lids get put on saucepans to keep the heat in and save energy? 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always 

d. Does a full load of washing get put in the washing machine? 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes  ❑ Always  

Looking at the answers to all your surveys, how energy efficient do you think your 
household is? Take your results to discuss them at your next energy meeting. 

What are you going to do to help to make your home more energy efficient? As a Unit 
discuss the commitments you and your guardians could make to reduce energy use in 
your household (refer to page 23) and the resulting amounts of CO2  you will save. Add all 
the totals together to find out the whole Unit's total of CO2  saved and write this total in 
the required space on the Energy Chart. Link your discussion about the different survey 
results to other associated activities (depending on the activities that have been chosen 
on the Energy Chart). 

e. Is washing put outside to dry? 
❑ Never  ❑ Sometimes 

 
❑ Always 
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GUIDES) 

Survey 

How does my home score? - 
commitment to energy efficiency (photo,,,)  

COMMITMENT TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES FOLLOWING THE SURVEY: 

Tick box if 
action taken 

Quantity of CO2  
emissions saved 

 ❑   Save approx. 150kg/CO2  per bulb per year kg 

 ❑   Save approximately 25kg/CO2  per year kg 

 ❑   Save approximately 50kg/CO2  per year kg 

❑  Save approximately 25kg/CO2  per year kg 

❑  Save approximately 815kg/CO2  per year kg 

 ❑   Save approximately 1871%/CO2  per year kg 

❑  Save approximately 92kg/CO2  per year kg 

❑  Save approximately 157kg/CO2  per year kg 

 ❑   Save approximately 92.5kg/CO2  per year kg 

Total quantity of CO2 emissions saved kg 

Energy efficient light(s) have been purchased. Total number 

Lights and appliances are no longer left on in empty rooms 

Doors and windows are now always closed to keep the heat in the rooms 

Curtains are now always closed as soon as it is dark outside   

The loft has been insulated (was already insulated)   

The windows and doors have been fitted with draughtproofing strips to keep 
the heat in the rooms (were already draughtproofed) 

The hot water pipes have been insulated (were already insulated)   

The hot water tank has been insulated (was already insulated)   

Silver foil has been fitted behind radiators (was already fitted behind radiators) 

Grand total of CO2  saved by the whole Unit• 
If any of the above commitments are carried out and/or have already been carried out in your housedold the action can be counted as a CO2  saving. At the next energy meeting the total amount of CO2  
saved by the whole Unit should be worked out and transferred onto the Energy Chart. 
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C.THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE   

The energy quiz 
Activity 

It is recommended that this quiz is 
completed by the Unit/Patrols near the 
end of the Challenge rather than at the 
beginning. 

(Upon completion of this quiz, circle 2 
can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the 
Energy Chart should be signed and 
dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Plain paper 
Pens 

1. In their Patrols the Guides should 
sit around tables that have been 
positioned so that as far as possible 
they are not within earshot of each 
other. 

2. One person should be nominated to 
write down the answers. The Patrol 
members must consult each other 
when answering the following 
questions, read out by the Leader. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Burning fossil fuels - coal, oil and 
gas - releases carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is 
the main 'greenhouse gas' that 
contributes to the threat of global 
warming. True or false? 

2. If the earth's temperature rises what 
will happen to sea levels? 

3. If the earth's temperature rises what 
will happen to weather pattems? 

4. If the majority of the population 
becomes more energy efficient there 
would be less demand for non-
renewable energy sources and this 
would lead to a reduction in "green 
house gas" pollution. True or false? 

5. When you go home tonight you 
remember to close the curtains 
when it gets dark. How will this 
help to save energy? 

6. You are inside on a winter's day and 
all the doors and a few windows 
have been left open. What is 
happening to the heat in the rooms? 

7. All the lights have been changed to 
energy saving lightbulbs. What are 
the three main differences between 
ordinary lightbulbs and low energy 
lightbulbs? 

8. What is a thermostat? 

9. How does it work? 

10. There are gaps underneath the front 
door. What can be fixed to the 
bottom of the door to help to keep 
the heat in the room? 

11. Hot air rises so heat escapes slowly 
through the roof. What can be 
added to help slow down the heat 
escape? 

12. List three places where you could 
get draughts from around a door. 

13. Why should you not put hot or 
warm food straight into the fridge? 

14. Which uses up more energy and 
costs more - a bath or a shower? 

15. Why do you need to provide 
ventilation (fresh air) to a room that 
is heated by a fuel burning 
appliance such as a gas fire? 

16. As well as helping the environment 
there are two other important 
benefits gained if a household is 
more energy efficient. What are 
they? 
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The energy quiz 

ANSWERS 

1. True (1 point) 

2. The sea level will rise. (1 point) 

3. If the earth warms rainfall in particular is likely to be affected, with some areas 
becoming drier and others wetter. (1 point) 

4. True (1 point) 

5. Closing the curtains at dusk helps to stop heat being lost through the windows. 
(1 point) 

6. The room will lose heat due to (a) the warm air escaping through the open windows 
and doors to the colder air outside and (b) the colder air entering the room as cold 
draughts. (2 points) 

7. Energy saving lightbulbs (a) save money on fuel bills because they use less electricity 
than ordinary lightbulbs, (b) they last up to eight times longer than ordinary 
lightbulbs and (c) low energy lightbulbs cost more to buy (approximately £10 
compared to 60p the cost of ordinary lightbulbs). (3 points) 

8. A thermostat is an automatic device used to regulate temperature. (1 point) 

GUIDES 

Activity 

10. Fit a draughtproofing brush. (1 point) 

11. Loft insulation (1 point) 

12. Draughts get through (a) letterboxes (b) key holes and (c) under and around the 
edges of a door. (3 points) 

13. Leave hot food out of the fridge until it has cooled down because if you put it 
straight into the fridge, the fridge will have to use more electricity and therefore 
more energy to cool the food for storage. (1 point) 

14. More hot water is needed for a bath compared to a shower, therefore a shower is 
cheaper. (2 points) 

15. Ventilation (fresh air) needs to be provided to a room that has a fuel burning 
appliance, such as a gas fire, to ensure that it burns safely and correctly. (1 point) 

16. An energy efficienct household will (a) save money and (b) have increased comfort 
levels as well as helping the environment. (2 points) 

Total Points: 25 
Which Patrol was the most energy efficient? 

9. It works by monitoring air temperature and switches a heating device on or off to 
keep the air at a certain temperature. The temperature required can be set 
accordingly. (3 points) 
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YOU WILL NEED 

A cardboard box or a shoe box for each Patrol 
An old blanket and newspapers for each Patrol 
Hay or balls of newspaper for each Patrol 
A billy can or pan (with lid) for each Patrol 
A kettle 
A can opener 
A vegetable knife for each Patrol 
A chopping board for each Patrol 
A selection of vegetables for each Patrol 
Mixed herbs for each Patrol 
A can of tomatoes for each Patrol 
1 vegetable stock cube 

or 

Packet soup and boiled water 

THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE)   

Make a haybox and cook soup 

         

Activity 

          

          

(Upon completion of this activity, circle 7 can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

1. The Patrols should line their box with the old blanket and several layers of 
newspaper. 

2. Then pack thick layers of hay or balls of newspaper into the bottom of the box. 

3. Place the pan/billy can in the centre, resting on the bottom layer of the packing. 

4. Pack the hay (or balls of newspaper) tightly around the pan/billy can to brim level. 

5. Peel and chop the vegetables into very small pieces and put into the billy can/pan. 

6. Add a pinch of mixed herbs and half a can of tomatoes and a crumbled stock cube. 

7. Bring the kettle to the boil and pour hot water over the vegetables. Stir until the 
stock cube has dissolved and immediately cover with the pan lid. 

8. Quickly add more layers of hay (or balls of newspaper)over the pan lid and fold 
down the edges of the blanket over the top of the newspaper (or hay.) 

9. Place the lid of the box on top and hold it down with a weight. 

10. This haybox will minimise the heat escaping from the pan and the food inside will 
continue to cook. In an hours' time the food should be thoroughly cooked and 
ready to eat. 
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GUIDES)  

The save it word search 
(photocopy) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Either: 
pens and paper 

or: 

pens and a photocopy of this page (for each Guide) 

(Upon completion of this activity circle 8 can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

either: 

1. Make a word search about all the items that help to save energy and keep things 
warm. The word search could include the following list of ideas: 

loft insulation, warm clothes (include various items), draughtproofing brushes, thick 
curtains, woollen blankets, thick carpets, heaters (include various types/systems), 
insulation jacket for hot water tanks, tea cosy, cavity wall insulation, pipe insulation 

or: 

2. Hand out a photocopy of the following word search to be completed by each Guide. 
There are twelve words to find that help to save energy and keep you warm. 
(This activity is more suitable for the younger members of the Unit.) 

Blankets, curtains, cavity wall, duvet, blanket, draughtproor tea cosy, pipe insulation, 
wool hat, carpet, scarf, heaters. 

Activity 

K L B L A N K ET S Y V W Y 

M N O P C A V I T Y W A L L 

S Q R S U T U V W X Y T X C 

R Z A D R E G J I H A E AB 

E B B C T E V U D H T K Z D 

T K F R A C S H L R S N E F 

A E L M I N O O P Q U A G H 

E A P B N C O D E L M L PQ 

H R W R S W X Y Z A B B C D 

T S D R AUGHT PR 00 F 

U V Y S O C A E T E A F GL 

P I PE I N S U L A T ION 
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CTHE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE   

Energy and the environment 
Talk / discussion 

It is recommended that this talk/discussion takes place early on in the Challenge, possibly 
at the beginning to help to put the energy efficiency initiatives into an environmental 
context. 

(Upon completion of the talk/discussion circle 9 can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart signed and dated.) 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Ask the Guides where they think energy comes from. Depending on their answers 
provide them with the following background information. 

Energy comes from both renewable and non-renewable energy sources. 

Renewable energy 

Renewable energy sources are defined as those sources that get replaced as quickly as they 
can be used up. Wind, sun and water are classed as renewables. 

Non-renewable energy 

Most of the energy we use today comes from non-renewable energy sources. Fuel sources 
such as coal, oil and gas are burned to produce electricity in power stations which is then 
converted to heat and light in our homes or they can be bumed on their own in our 
homes to provide heat. 

It takes a long time to replace these types of energy sources (which are also known as 
fossil fuels) because they are made by tiny plants and animals getting squashed under 

rocks for over 250 million years. It will take a very long time (millions of years) for new 
fossil fuels to be made again to replace the sources we are using up today. 

Nuclear energy 

Nuclear power is also another energy source that provides a lot of energy. The energy 
created when nuclear atoms are pulled apart is used to produce electricity. The electricity 
is then converted to heat and light in our homes. 

ALL ENERGY SOURCES CAN BE HARMFUL TO THE ENVIRONMENT IN DIFFERENT 

WAYS: 

Fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas) - global warming 

When fossil fuels are burned they release a gas called carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide 
traps the sun's heat in the atmosphere. This makes the earth hotter and could 
dramatically change weather patterns - summers could become hotter and winters colder, 
rivers and seas could flood. This is what scientists call global warming. 

What can we do to help reduce the amount of carbon dioxide being released into the 
atmosphere? 

Fossil fuels (oil, coal, gas) - acid rain 

Other gases called sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxides also go into the air when fossil fuels 
are burned. These gases mix with water vapour in clouds to produce acid rain. This rain 
can kill trees and wildlife and damage buildings. 

What can we do to help prevent this situation occurring? 
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GUIDES  

                   

 

Energy and the environment 

        

       

Talk / discussion 

 

                     

                     

Nuclear power - radiation 

Nuclear power stations produce a lot of electrical energy but their waste products are 
difficult to dispose of safely and have to be stored for at least 10,000 years. There is always 
a risk of an accident before the nuclear waste has been made safe and if radiation is 
released or leaks into the surrounding environment or into the atmosphere then the 
contaminated land will ultimately mean that wildlife will be destroyed and the human 
food chain will also be put at risk. 

Do you think everyone should be made aware of the risks as well as the benefits of nuclear power? 

RENEWABLE ENERGY (WIND, WATER, SUN, ROCK, BIOMASS, WASTE) 

Water power 

Flowing rivers are a source of energy. Water mills were invented about 2000 years ago and 
use the power of the river to tum a water wheel on the side of the mill. 

Hydroelectric power stations use water wheels to make electricity, but these power 
stations need a lot of water to work. Usually a large dam is built across a nearby river 
valley. This makes a new lake to store water - but can damage farmland and wildlife. 

What do you think about this energy source? 

Wind power 

Modem windmills can be used to make electricity. They are called wind turbines. Wind 
turbines don't take up much space but they only work when the wind is blowing so must 
be located in windy areas and often a lot of them are needed to produce a constant 
supply of electricity. If they are in a field animals can graze around and under them. 

Some people think wind turbines spoil scenic landscapes. What do you think? 

Wave power 

The movement of waves can be used to make electricity. 

Do you think that countries like the UK which have long coastlines, could use wavepower as one 
of the main energy sources in the future? 

Solar power 

Solar panels can collect sunlight and tum it into electricity. Others are used to heat water. 
You may see solar panels on some people's roofs. They will work when it is light and even 
better when it is sunny but they cannot work all the time and the panels are currently 
expensive to buy. 

Do you think they will ever become popular? Do you think they should? How could you persuade 
people that they are a good idea? 
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T HE ENERGY EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE )   

Energy and the environment 

  

 

Talk / discussion 

 

       

Hot rock power 

Deep underground rocks are very hot and the water in the cracks of the rocks also gets 
very hot. In some countries like Australia, deep holes are drilled into the rocks to use the 
steam from the hot water to tum turbines and create electricity. 

Hot rock energy is still a new idea. Do you think it could be very important for making electricity 
in the future? 

Biomass 

Biomass is a term used to describe fuel/energy that has been generated from plants or 
trees called coppice, which grow very quickly and can therefore be replaced in a very 
short space of time. Energy is required during the planting and harvesting of biomass 
products and so the production of these plants/trees must be on a scale large enough to 
provide more energy in the end than was originally put in. 

What do you think about using biomass as an energy source? 

Waste 

'Waste to energy plants' bum waste products such as old tyres and certain bits of 
household rubbish to generate electricity. 

Do you think using 'today's waste as tomorrow's energy source' is a good idea? 

KEY IDEA 

Even using natural renewable energy sources to make electricity can cause problems. The 
best way to help the environment is to use energy efficiently. 

Do you agree? 

Refer to page 46 for additional support material (if required). 
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GUIDES) 

Our energy map of the world 

YOU WILL NEED 

Photocopies ofpages 33 and 34 for each Patrol 
4 pairs of scissors for each Patrol 
Blu-Tac 
Pens 

(Upon completion of this game, circle 10 can be coloured in on the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

1. In their Patrols, the Guides should sit around tables that have been positioned so 
that as far as possible they are not within earshot of each other. 

2. Provide each Patrol with photocopies of page 34, scissors and a small ball of Blu-
Tac. 

3. The Guides should organise themselves so that every member of the Patrol helps to 
prepare for this game by: 
- cutting out all the symbols representing the different energy sources 
- sticking Blu-Tac onto the back of the symbols. 

4. The maps of the world and pens should then be handed out to each Patrol. 

5. One person in each Patrol should be nominated to write down the answers. All the 
Patrol members must consult each other while answering the instructions read out 
by the Guide Leader. 

6. Upon completion gather the Patrols together and as a Unit look at the map on 
page 35 to find out the correct answers. 

Game 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. On the back of your map, write down number "1 - Ireland" and then mark with a "1" on 
the map where Ireland is located. Pick up three different symbols that you think are the 
energy sources found in Ireland and stick them next to where you have written Ireland. 

2. On the back of your map, write down number "2 - Great Britain" and then mark with a "2" 
on the map where Great Britain is located. Pick up six different symbols that you think are 
the energy sources found in Great Britain and stick them next to where you have written 
Great Britain. 

3. On the back of your map, write down number "3 - Belgium and Holland" and then mark 
with a "3" on the map where Belgium and Holland are located. Pick up four different 
symbols that you think are collectively the energy sources found in Belgium and Holland and 
stick them next to where you have written Belgium and Holland. 

4. On the back of your map, write down number "4 - Spain" and then mark with a "4" on the 
map where Spain is located. Pick up six different symbols that you think are the energy 
sources found in Spain and stick them next to where you have written Spain. 

5. On the back of your map, write down number "5 - France" and then mark with a "5" on 
the map where France is located. Pick up five different symbols that you think are the energy 
sources found in France and stick them next to where you have written France. 

6. On the back of your map, write down number "6 - Italy" and then mark with a "6" on the 
map where Italy is located. Pick up four different symbols that you think are the energy 
sources found in Italy and stick them next to where you have written Italy. 
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Our energy map of the world 
Game 

7. On the back of your map, write down number "7 - Germany" and then mark with a "7" on 
the map where Germany is located. Pick up four different symbols that you think are the 
energy sources found in Germany and stick them next to where you have written Germany. 

8. On the back of your map, write down number "8 - The Middle East" and then mark with an 
"8" on the map where The Middle East is located. Pick up three different symbols that you 
think are the energy sources found in The Middle East and stick them next to where you have 
written The Middle East. 

9. On the back of your map, write down number "9 - Eastern Europe" and then mark with a 
"9" on the map where Eastern Europe is located. Pick up three different symbols that you 
think are the energy sources found in Eastern Europe and stick them next to where you have 
written Eastern Europe. 

10. On the back of your map, write down number "10 - Scandinavia" and then mark with a 
"10" on the map where Scandinavia is located. Pick up four different symbols that you think 
are the energy sources found in Scandinavia and stick them next to where you have written 
Scandinavia. 

11. On the back of your map, write down number "11 -Africa" and then mark with an "II" on 
the map where Africa is located. Pick up three different symbols that you think are the energy 
sources found in Africa and stick them next to where you have written Africa. 

12. On the back of your map, write down number "12 - Asia" and then mark with a "12" on the 
map where Asia is located. Pick up five different symbols that you think are the energy sources 
found in Asia and stick them next to where you have written Asia. 

13. On the back of your map, write down number "13 - India" and then mark with a "13" on 
the map where India is located. Pick up five different symbols that you think are the energy 
sources found in India and stick them next to where you have written India. 

14. On the back of your map, write down number "14 - Japan and the Pacific Islands" and then 
mark with a "14" on the map where Japan and the Pacific Islands are located. Pick up four 
different symbols that you think are the energy sources found in Japan and the Pacific Islands 
and stick them next to where you have written Japan and the Pacific Islands. 

15. On the back ofyour map, write down number "15 - Australia" and then mark with a "15" 
on the map where Australia is located. Pick up five different symbols that you think are the 
energy sources found in Australia and stick them next to where you have written Australia. 

16. On the back of your map, write down number "16 - New Zealand" and then mark with a 
"16" on the map where New Zealand is located. Pick up two different symbols that you think 
are the energy sources found in New Zealand and stick them next to where you have written 
New Zealand. 

17. On the back ofyour map, write down number "17 - United States ofAmerica" and then 
mark with a "17" on the map where the United States ofAmerica are located. Pick up eight 
different symbols that you think are the energy sources found in the United States of America 
and stick them next to where you have written United States ofAmerica. 

18. On the back of your map, write down number "18 - South America" and then mark with an 
"18" on the map where South America is located. Pick up five different symbols that you 
think are the energy sources found in South America and stick them next to where you have 
written South America. 
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Our energy map of the world 
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Our energy map of the world 
(photocopy) Game 

SYMBOLS OF DIFFERENT ENERGY SOURCES 
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GUIDES) 

Our energy map of the world 
Game 

ANSWERS 

(This information may be subject to change in the future.) 

1. Ireland 

2. Great Britain 

3. Belgium/Holland 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 * # 

4. Spain 000000 

5. France * * * 

6. Italy 0000 

7. Germany 000* 

8. Middle East 0 

9. Eastern Europe 

10. Scandinavia D * * * 

11. Africa D 0 0 
12. Asia 000  0 

13. India * OOQQ  

14. Japan/Pacific Islands ® * # QQ 
15. Australia  CD CD,  CD CD 0 
16. New Zealand 

17. North America  CD C,  0 0 
18. South America 
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(,* 
Craft 

Energy saving posters 

(Upon completion of this craft circle 8 can be coloured in on the Energy Efficiency 
Challenge poster and the Energy Chart signed and dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Scissors 
Glue 
Paper 
Coloured pens/pencils 
Old magazines 

Either: 

1. Get the Guides to design and colour their own energy saving posters to help to 
promote energy efficiency into their local community. 

or 

2. Cut out words and pictures from magazines to create a poster that has an energy 
saving message for the community. 

3. Display the posters at your meeting place and/or in appropriate places in other 
community buildings and/or at home. 

4. Get the Guides to collectively choose their Unit's best poster and send it to Guiding 
magazine, when space is available it will be published when ever possible so that 
other Units could use your poster to help spread the energy efficiency message. 
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All about energy - save it or waste it? 
cartoon 

(Upon completion of this craft circle 8 can be coloured in on the Energy Efficiency 
Challenge poster and the Energy Chart signed and dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Paper 
Rulers 
Coloured pens/pencils 

Either: 

GUIDES) 

Craft 

Cool it boiler we're roasting in 
the front room! If we just turn 
you down a couple of degrees 
no-one will notice and we'll 

save buckets of cash! 

or: 

get the Guides to make up their own idea for a cartoon that illustrates how energy 
is wasted and why saving energy is important 

get the Guides to design and colour a cartoon strip illustrating how a family 
wastes energy and then learns to save it. 

publish the cartoon in the Guide Unit newsletter or a similar publication. Get the 
Guides to collectively choose their Unit's best cartoon and send it to Guiding 
magazine when space is available it will be published when ever possible to help to 
spread the energy saving message. 
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Fashion 

4. The designers should choose from the clothes 
available and creatively match the different 
garments together to make a collection of warm, 
winter outfits. 

5. The models should be fitted in the different 
outfits and practise walking up and down the 
cat-walk. 

6. Finally, the organisers should decide upon 
and arrange suitable music to accompany 
the models as they parade their outfits at 
the "Winter Warmth Energy Saving" 
fashion show. 

7. The Guides after rehearsing the above can then 
decide whether they would like to put this 
fashion show on for the public. 

The organisation of the fashion show could also help Guides 
who are working towards their Entertainers badge and/or 
Hostess badge. 

THE ENERGY  EFFICIENCY CHALLENGE)   

The "winter warmth 
energy saving" show 

YOU WILL NEED: 

Tapes 
Tape recorder 
Second hand clothes from either 
A jumble sale 
or 
A charity shop 
or 
A Nearly New shop 
or from 
Family and friends 

(Upon completion of this fashion show, circle 7 can be coloured in on the the Energy 
Efficiency Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

I. The theme of the fashion show will be "winter warmth - save energy". By recycling 
materials such as clothes and textiles a lot of energy that would have been used to 
produce the clothes will be saved. 

2. The Guides should each bring along a couple of items of clothing as a contribution 
to the show 

3. The clothes should all be gathered together and some girls should volunteer to be 
models, some should be the designers and the remainder will organise the show 
itself. 
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GUIDES) 

Keep fit - energy in action 

(Upon completion of this task circle 7 can be coloured in on the Energy Efficiency 
Challenge poster and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

Comfortable clothes/gym shoes/trainers 
4 tape recorders 
A selection of tapes 

1. Begin by running through some simple warm up/stretching exercises altogether. 

2. Split the Guides into their Patrols. Each Patrol has to design a routine to last the 
length of a chosen energetic song/piece of musk. 

3. Taking turns each Patrol should show the other Patrols their particular routine by 
standing at the front. 

4. At the end run through all the routines together at a slower pace, ie. each Patrol 
stands at the front and runs through their routine letting the others copy and 
follow them until everyone has had a turn at copying all the different routines. 

S. End the meeting with cool down/stretching exercises to help prevent any pulled 
muscles. 

Sport for life 
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Energy from the wind 
- make a windmill Craft 

(This craft is more suitable for younger Guides.) 
 6. Glue the sails to four cocktail sticks and attach to the front of the windmill with 

plasticine. 

YOU WILL NEED  7. Use this craft to lead into a discussion about energy and the environment (refer to 
pages 28-30.) 

Plasticine 
Cocktail sticks 
Egg boxes 
Yoghurt pots 
White card 
Glue 
Red, black and white paint or coloured pens 

(Upon completion of this craft colour in circle 10 on the Energy Efficiency Challenge 
poster and sign and date the Energy Chart.) 

1. Make windmills by using plasticine, cocktail sticks, egg boxes, yoghurt pots, white 
card, glue, red, black and white paint. 

2. Wipe the yoghurt pot clean and paint the outside white. Cut out a cast from the 
egg box and paint or colour it red. 

3. When the paint has dried, paint or colour black doors and windows onto the 
yoghurt pot. 

4. Glue the egg cast onto the top of the yoghurt pot. 

5. Cut out four sails from white card and decorate. 
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GUIDES) 

Energy from water power  0CC)t 
- make a water wheel  Activity 

(This craft is more suitable for younger Guides.)  7. Use information from the reference material (refer to page 46) to show the Guides 
diagrams of the machines that are used to generate electricity using hydro-power. 

You will need 

Coloured pens 
Corks 
Dress pins 
Stiff cardboard (old shoe/cereal boxes) 
Old washing up liquid bottles 

(Upon completion of this craft colour in circle 10 on the Energy Efficiency Challenge 
poster and sign and date the Energy Chart.) 

8. Use this craft to lead into a discussion about energy and the environment (refer to 
pages 28-30.) 

1. Cut grooves lengthways into the cork. 

2. Cut up the washing up liquid bottle into the shape of fins as long as the cork. 

3. Insert the fins into the grooves of the cork. 

4. Cut and fold a piece of cardboard into a 'U' shape and place the cork between the 
struts and secure it with the pins. 

5. Decorate the waterwheel using coloured pens. 

6. To expand this activity further demonstrate how the waterwheel works by pouring 
water onto the fins. 
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Keep warm kits for the elderly 

  

 

Community work 

           

           

(Preferably carry out this task in the Autumn when the weather begins to get colder. 
Upon completion circle 4 can be coloured in on the Energy Efficiency Challenge poster 
and the Energy Chart should be signed and dated.) 

YOU WILL NEED 

A copy of the Keep Warm, Keep Well booklet (refer to page 46 ) 
Photocopies of the survey on pages 44 and 45 (only for the older Guides) 
Possible contents for keep warm kits (refer to pages 42 and 43) 
Wool and knitting needles 
Sewing kits 

1. Discuss 'Health risks from the cold' based on 
the information below: 

Health risks from the cold 
Everyone requires a reasonable level of warmth to 
stay fit and well. Exposure to low temperatures, due 
to a cold house, can have the following physical 
effects: 
wheezing, coughing, colds, flu, emotional disorders, 
strokes, respiratory diseases and hypothermia. 

Who is most at risk? 
a. Some old people may be less active and 

their ability to sense changes in 
temperature is not as effective as it once 
was. 

b. People with restricted mobility, e.g. the very old or infirm. 
c. Very young babies. 

Signs and symptoms: 
• lack of awareness 
• mental confusion 
• drowsiness 
• slurred speech 
• slow movement 
• slow pulse and breathing 
• body feels cold to touch 
• skin colour becomes light and pale looking 

2. Design a "keep warm kit" 
Design and make a "keep warm kit" that could be given to an old person as a 
safeguard against a period of prolonged bad weather. 
a. Collectively create a blanket by each Guide knitting two or more 20cm x 20cm 

squares and then help to sew them together (ie. with all the other Guides' 
squares) to form one large blanket. (More than one blanket may have to be made 
depending upon the number of "keep warm kits" required.) 

b. You will also need to consider collecting the following items for each kit: 
• tinned food (eg. baked beans, tins of soup) 
• drink packs (Bovril, Complan, hot chocolate) 
• thermos flasks 
• low energy lightbulbs 
• hot water bottles 
• room thermometers 
• clothing (nearly new cardigans, jumpers) 
• bed linen/blankets (nearly new) 
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GUIDES  

Keep warm kits for the elderly  Lrdi 
Community work 

• treats (chocolate bars) 
• emergency contacts (addresses of local hospital, police station, Age Concern 

office) 
• information about the Government's Home Energy Efficiency Scheme 

(HEES). Leaflets that explain how elderly people are eligible for HEES grants 
are available at no cost from Eaga, telephone: 0191 230 1830. 

• the patchwork "knitted squares" blanket created by your Unit. 
c. When the Guides have decided the contents of their kits they should discuss and 

give reasons for their selection of items and make a final list. Each member of the 
Unit should be responsible for bringing selected items from the list to help to make 
up the "keep warm kits". 

d. The older Guides should then complete the survey on page 43 of elderly people that 
live near them to help to determine who should receive a keep warm kit and should 
ensure that those who they feel are most in need receive a "keep warm kit" in time 
for the coldest winter months. 
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A survey of the elderly in my locality Ckr.."  Ali g' 

Community work 

Guide's name: 
3. 

1.  There are elderly people who live close to my house. 4. 

I intend to visit of these elderly people (no more than 4 houses). 

2.  With their permission I will carry out the following hypothermia risk assessment.  5. 

HYPOTHERMIA RISK CALCULATOR 

Identify the most appropriate description of the occupants under each heading and 
work out their total score. 

The addresses of the elderly who had low scores (18 or below) should be noted 
down on a photocopy of page 45 and supplied with a "keep warm kit" as soon as 
they have been made up by your Guide Unit. 

Please also ensure that a local professional e.g. a GP, Health Visitor or Social 
Services is also made aware of the circumstances you have discovered and that co-
operation is offered and advice given wherever possible. 

A 
Physical 
condition 

Good 4 

Fair 3 

Poor 2 

Very bad 1 

B 
Mental 
condition 

Alert 4 

Apathetic 3 

Confused 2 

Very 
confused 1  

C 
Mobility 

Full 4 

Slightly 
limited 3 

Very limited 2 

Immobile 1 

D 
Insulation 

Loft, pipes, hot water tank insulated, 
draughtproofing on doors and 
windows 4 

Some of the above 3 

Carpets only 2 

None 1 

E 
Dependency 

With a family 
4 

Adult child 2 

Alone 1 

F 
Environment 

Warm and dry 4 

Adequate heating but doesn't use 3 

Unable to control heating 2 

Cold/damp 1 
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A survey of the elderly in my locality 
Community work 

Home 1 - Total Score 

Name: 

Address: 

Home 2 - Total Score 

Name: 

Address: 

Home 3 - Total Score 

Name: 

Address: 

Home 4 - Total Score 

Name: 

Address: 

I contributed the following items: 

to help make up a total of 
 

"Keep Warm Kits" for the vulnerable elderly in my locality. 
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References / Useful Addresses 

REFERENCES USEFUL ADDRESSES 

Free Energy Efficiency Information Shell Educational Services National Cavity Insulation Association CREATE 
leaflets - Tel: 0345 277 200 10 Fleming Road PO Box 12 (Centre for Research, Education and 

Newbury Haslemere Training in Energy) 
Local Energy Advice Centre general Berkshire RG14 2DE Surrey GU27 3AH Kenley House 
leaflets (free) - Tel: 0800 512 012 Tel: 01428 654011 25 Bridgeman Terrace 

British Gas Supply Wigan WN1 1SY 
Craig Donnellan, Global Warming, 
Independence Educational Publishers 

Educational Services 
PO Box 70 
Wetherby 

For information about research and 
development programmes on tidal, 
hydro and wave energy systems and for 

Tel: 01942 322 271 

Keep Warm Keep Well Leaflet 
Craig Donnellan, Examining the West Yorkshire LS23 7EA further details about other technologies Free 
Alternatives - Energy Efficiency, 
Independence Educational Publishers 

Tel: 01937 843141 relating to renewable energy research, 
development and demonstration please 

Tel: 0800 28 94 04 
(Only available from mid October to the 

Philips Consumer Lighting contact: end of March) 
Michael Flood, Energy Without End, 
Friends of the Earth 

City House 
420-430 London Road Renewable Energy Enquiries Bureau 
Croydon CR9 3QR ETSU 

Edward Harland, Eco - renovation, Green Harwell 
Books in association with the Ecology The Electricity Association Oxfordshire OX11 ORA 
Building Society Educational Services Tel: 01235 432450 

30 Millbank 
Liz Peitz, Take the Heat Off the Planet, 
Friends of the Earth 

London SW1P 4RD CAT 
(Centre for Alternative Technology) 

BP Educational Service Machynlleth 
PO Box 934 Powys 
Poole Wales SY20 9AZ 
Dorset BH17 7AJ Tel: 01654 703743 
Tel: 01202 669940 
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NEA 
St Andrew's House,  _ 
90-92  Pilgrim Street, 

Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6SG  '  

Tel: (0191) 261 5677 
Fax: (0191) 261  6496  

Supported  by 
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the Environmental  Action Fund. 


